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We present a theoretical analysis of the density dependent frequency shift in Cs fountain clocks using
the highly constrained binary collision model described by Leo et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 2721 (2000)].
We predict a reversal in the clock shift at temperatures near 0.08 mK. Our results show that s waves
dominate the collision process. However, as a consequence of the large scattering lengths in Cs the clock
shift is strongly temperature dependent and does not reach a constant Wigner-law value until temperatures
are less than 0.1 nK.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.86.3743 PACS numbers: 32.70.Jz, 32.80.Pj, 33.15.Pw, 34.20.CfAdvances in laser cooling, optical molasses, and various
types of atomic traps provide for a dramatic improvement
in atomic frequency standards compared to thermal beam
devices [1–3]. The accuracy of the Paris Cs fountain clock
currently reaches 1.1 3 10215 [4] and the Boulder clock
reaches 1.5 3 10215 [5]. Clock frequency shifts due to
atomic collisions can play a crucial role in these high pre-
cision clocks and currently limit both the atomic density
and the number of atoms that can be used.
The role of Cs as a frequency standard dates to the
13th Conférence Générale des Poids at Mesures in 1967
which adopted the unit of the second “as the duration of
9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the
transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground
state of the Cesium 133 atom” [6]. Because of this, ultra-
cold 133Cs atomic collisions have been the subject of many
theoretical [7–12] and experimental [2,13–19] studies.
The low temperature Cs clock shift was first calculated
by Tiesinga et al. [7] and subsequently measured experi-
mentally [2,13]. Later, Kokkelmans et al. [20] predicted
the collisional shift for a 87Rb atomic fountain to be at
least 15 times smaller than 133Cs. This would allow Rb
clocks to operate with larger atom numbers and thus higher
atomic densities, resulting in an attractive alternative to Cs
frequency standards.
Other experimental data on Cs include measurements
of large elastic cross sections [14–16], inelastic collision
rates [15,17], angular distributions [18], and the observa-
tion of Feshbach resonances [16,19]. The clock shift mea-
surements for atomic fountain clocks [2,13] were made
with atom launch temperatures of a few mK and found
a large clock shift that did not appear to depend on the
collision energy. This paper clearly shows that this is0031-90070186(17)3743(4)$15.00not the case at significantly lower collision energies. Be-
cause these measurements showed little energy variation
it was assumed [13] that the scattering properties of Cs
could be described using Wigner-threshold laws. Theo-
retical evaluations of the clock shift were consistent with
this observation [10–12], although the elastic [14] and in-
elastic [17] experiments suggested that even at their lowest
temperatures (3 mK) the Wigner realm was not reached,
as shown in our previous analysis [9]. Recent observa-
tion of Feshbach resonances [19] along with theoretical
analysis [8] has shown that the magnitude of the scatter-
ing lengths for Cs is typically larger than 1000a0 (1a0 
0.052 917 720 83 nm). As a result of these large magni-
tudes the Wigner realm or the temperature independent
clock shift realm for the Cs clock is found only at energies
EkB , 0.1 nK, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. How-
ever, no discrepancy is found with previous experimental
measurements since the existence of a broad minimum in
the clock shift between 1 mK , EkB , 10 mK supports
these previous measurements within their uncertainties.
The binary collision model here is identical to that
described in Ref. [8] which has been constrained by
the Feshbach data of [19] which restricts the X1S1g
and a3Su scattering lengths to aS  280 6 10a0 and
aT  2400 6 100a0, respectively, the van der Waals
C6 coefficient to (6890 6 35 a.u.) 1 a.u. 
0.095 734 5 3 10224 J ? nm6, and the second-order
spin-orbit scaling factor SC [8,9,21] to SC  3.2 6 0.5;
all quoted errors are 1 standard deviation.
Using this collision model to calculate the necessary
scattering matrix elements, the clock shift dv and width
G at a collision energy E were determined using the full
quantum mechanical expression [22,23]:idv 2 G 
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where N is the number density, m is the reduced mass, k is the wave number, rn,n is population of state n such
that
P
n rn,n  1, and l is the orbital angular momentum with projection ml . Each of the labels a, b, g, n
identifies a specific atomic state  fn ,mn, where fn is the atomic hyperfine quantum label with projection mn .© 2001 The American Physical Society 3743
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two atomic fragments. The clock states are denoted by a
and b which for Cs are 3, 0 and 4, 0, respectively, while
g and n are unspecified atomic states. If only s waves
contribute to the clock shift, then Bose symmetrization
restricts g  n and Eq. (1) can be greatly simplified:
idv 2 G 
Np h¯
mk
X
n
rn,n1 1 dan 1 1 dbn
3 San00,an00S
y
bn00,bn00 2 1 . (2)
Using the complex phase shifts hjn  ljn 1 iujn ,
Sjn00,jn00  e
2iljn1iujn, (3)
the clock shift takes the following form:
dv 
Np h¯
mk
X
n
rn,n1 1 dan 1 1 dbn
3 sin2lan 2 2lbne22uan12ubn  . (4)
The imaginary components ujn are due to inelastic pro-
cesses and act as damping terms which modify the clock
shift. We find clock shifts calculated using Eq. (1) with s,
p, d, and f waves are within 1% of those calculated us-
ing Eq. (4) for collision energies up to 10 mK, indicating
that at temperatures of experimental interest the clock shift
is dominated by s-wave collisions. However, even though
the calculation of dv using Eq. (4) includes only the di-
agonal s-wave S-matrix elements in Eq. (3), these must be
calculated using a collision model including d-wave exit
channels. This is imperative because there are threshold
s- to d-wave Feshbach resonances in Cs [8]. These reso-
nances contribute significantly to the complex phase shifts
hjn which clearly affects dv in Eq. (4).
If kahn (where ahn is the complex scattering length de-
fined by Sjn00,jn00  1 2 2ikajn [20]) is small, Eq. (2)
reduces to
dv 
Np h¯
mk
X
n
rn,n1 1 dan 1 1 dbn
3 2kReabn 2 Reaan , (5)
where Reajn denotes the real part of ajn . Thus Eq. (5)
can be used to calculate the ultracold clock shift in 87Rb
where the collisions occur in the Wigner realm and in-
elastic processes are small. Cs clock shifts calculated us-
ing Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) agree only at collision energies
less than 0.1 nK where the Wigner regime is reached (see
Fig. 1).
We note that in the case of the 3, 0 1 4, 0 clock
shift, where the two levels are evenly populated, the odd
parity p- and f-waves do not contribute. In this case
differences in clock shifts calculated by Eqs. (1) and (4)
show the contribution of d-wave entrance channels. These
differences increase from 5% to 70% between 70 and
300 mK. Above 10 mK p waves contribute significantly
to clock shifts obtained when either all f  4 or f  3
Zeeman sublevels are initially evenly populated, i.e.,
3, 0 1 4,m and 3,m 1 4, 0, respectively, or when37440.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10
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FIG. 1. Clock shift for 3, 0 1 4, 0 for various
C6a.u.,aT a0,aSa0.
the populations in the 3, 0 and 4, 0 levels differed
significantly, e.g., 90%3, 0 1 10%4, 0. The 3,m 1
4, 0 and 3, 0 1 4,m clock shifts calculated using
Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) are found to differ by 5% at 7 mK.
Figure 1 plots the 3, 0 1 4, 0 clock shift of E for
various values of C6, aT , aS within the range of uncer-
tainty determined by [8]. These parameters are sufficient
to reproduce all experimental data of ultracold collision of
Cs atoms including the Feshbach resonances measured by
[19]. Also shown are two fits with C6  6652 a.u. and
C6  6750 a.u. that are essentially identical in the region
where there is experimental clock shift data. However,
these values of C6 do not fit Feshbach resonances that oc-
cur when both of the atoms have spin f  4 [19].
These values of C6 give large scattering lengths and thus
for collision energies above 2 mK all S matrix elements
approach the unitarity limit for s waves, resulting in simi-
lar clock shifts. Existing experimental data, which are re-
stricted to operation within this unitarity regime and cannot
sufficiently restrict the ultracold scattering properties of Cs
atoms. Moreover, analysis of the experimental data which
assumes the clock shift has reached it’s Wigner threshold
value by a few mK will provide incorrect values of the Cs
scattering lengths and scattering properties.
Figure 1 shows the flat Wigner regime is approached
only at energies less than 0.1 nK for 3, 0 1 4, 0 clock
shifts. Similar results are obtained for 3, 0 1 4,m and
3,m 1 4, 0 clock shifts which approach 0.2 3 1027
and 4.55 3 1027 mHz cm3atom in the Wigner regime.
Figure 2 shows predicted clock shifts and compares to ex-
periments for the “best fit” scattering parameters C6 
6890 a.u., aT  2405a0, aS  280.3a0, and SC  3.2 of
[8]. Included are predictions using Eq. (1) for 3, 0 1
4,m and 3,m 1 4, 0 clock shifts. Not shown are pre-
dictions when the population in the 3, 0 and 4, 0 dif-
fer significantly. The clock shift reverses at 0.18 mK for
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FIG. 2. Clock shifts calculated using Eq. (1) unless otherwise
stated. The curve 3, 0 1 4, 0-Therm gives the 3, 0 1 4, 0
clock shift thermalized with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
as described in text. Experimental results [2,13] given by (3)
and (1) for 3, 0 1 4, 0, () for 3,m 1 4, 0, and () for
3, 0 1 4,m and have uncertainties of 50%.
90%3, 0 1 10%4, 0, whereas it remains negative for
10%3, 0 1 90%4, 0. Our results are consistent with
the measurement of the differential frequency shift ratio
of 20.1 6 0.2 [10]. We obtained values of 20.30 and
20.156 at thermal temperatures of 2.8 and 1.0 mK, re-
spectively, assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
The uncertainties in the experimental measurements are
primarily due to a 50% uncertainty in the density and are
not shown in the figures. A recent measurement by the
Paris clock group provides a new experimental point near
1 mK, which is significantly more negative than previous
measurements and appears to be consistent with the theo-
retical prediction [24].
Of interest is the zero in the clock shift near 0.08 mK.
Since the clock shift is changing rapidly in this region
relative collision energies would have to be constrained
to 0.005 mK of this zero to reduce the clock shift by an
order of magnitude, compared to the predictions at 2 mK.
Perhaps of more practical interest are measurements where
the clock shift is relatively constant, for example, near
the minimum of the clock shift at 0.45 mK. Average
collision energies in this range may be obtainable.
Considering the uncertainties due to density measure-
ments, Fig. 2 shows a favorable agreement with experi-
ment. A detailed comparison with experiment wouldTABLE I. Fit parameters for 2u for EkB , 0.01 mK.
States B1 B2 B3 B4
3, 0 1 3, 0 0 8.576 3 107 29.584 3 1011 3.034 68 3 1015
3, 0 1 4, 0 15.583 7105.2 22.589 3 108 1.241 3 1012
4, 0 1 4, 0 115.63 1.837 3 106 22.322 3 108 25.297 3 1012require a time dependent model of the clock shift that
accounts for the change in the relative collision ener-
gies during the experiment for the specific conditions
and apparatus configuration involved. Figure 2 shows
thermalized clock shifts assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution but neglects ballistic expansion during the
clock measurement. The clock shift reversal is insensitive
to this thermalization, but at temperatures greater than
0.1 mK the thermalization results in a shallower mini-
mum. An accurate model for a fountain clock requires
information on the evolution of the atomic cloud within
the fountain and the appropriate energy dependent phase
shifts or S-matrix elements.
The energy dependent phase shifts 22ljn and 2ujn can
be fit using a power series in k given by
22ljn 
P
n1...4
Anjnk
n
2ujn 
P
n1...4
Bnjnk
n
9
†=
†;
EkB , 0.01mK ,
lnj2ljnj 
P
n0...4
Cnjnlnkn
lnj2ujnj 
P
n0...4
Dnjnlnkn
9
†=
†;
EkB . 0.01 mK ,
(6)
where j and n are restricted to 3, 0 or 4, 0. At all en-
ergies the imaginary phase shifts ujn are positive while
the real phase shifts ljn are all positive for 3, 0 1 3, 0
collisions and all negative for 3, 0 1 4, 0 and 4, 0 1
4, 0 collisions. The parameters describing this fit are pro-
vided in Tables I–IV and are compared with exact results
in Fig. 3.
Using the fits to the phase shifts one can calculate the
3, 0 1 4, 0 clock shift using Eq. (4) up to 70 mK with
an accuracy of 5%. At larger collision energies where
higher order terms in the energy expansion of the S matrix
become important or p- or d-waves begin to contribute,
one must use the exact S-matrix elements.
In conclusion, we have calculated the collision induced
clock shift applicable to Cs fountain clocks. Measurement
of the clock shift at temperatures greater than 1 mK
indicate the clock shift is almost independent of col-
lision energy. However, theory predicts that at lower
temperatures the clock shift becomes strongly dependent
on the collision energy. Interpretation of the existing
experimental clock shift data as an indication that the
scattering properties of Cs have reached their Wigner-
threshold behavior will lead to erroneous conclusions for
the important scattering parameters C6, aT , and aS . Our
calculations show that the current experimental results of
the clock shifts cannot constrain the collision properties3745
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3746TABLE II. Fit parameters for lnj2uj for EkB . 0.01 mK.
States D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
3, 0 1 3, 0 20.885 22.447 4.4348 0.329 69 0.007 736 5
3, 0 1 4, 0 28.941 23.108 5.0877 0.456 52 0.014 24
4, 0 1 4, 0 31.330 24.393 6.2416 0.653 78 0.023 78
TABLE III. Fit parameters for 22l for EkB , 0.01 mK.
States A1 A2 A3 A4
3, 0 1 3, 0 2123 32 1.553 3 107 7.487 3 1011 25.205 3 1015
3, 0 1 4, 0 4872.1 2144 91 28.030 3 109 2.810 3 1012
4, 0 1 4, 0 2377.5 132 50 23.503 3 109 2.152 3 1012
TABLE IV. Fit parameters for lnj2lj for EkB . 0.01 mK.
States C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
3, 0 1 3, 0 239.793 220.094 23.7123 20.307 83 20.009 875
3, 0 1 4, 0 20.952 10.952 2.2978 0.210 72 0.006 795
4, 0 1 4, 0 6.3770 2.0517 0.346 55 0.030 674 0.000 783 4of Cs by themselves. Given the experimental data of [19]
we were able to constrain the collision properties [8] and
show that the Wigner-threshold regime for the clock shift
is not reached until temperatures are ,0.1 nK.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of fitted and calculated phase shifts with
zng  j2lng j or 2ung , where a and b are 3, 0 and 4, 0,
respectively. The calculated phase shifts are denoted by ()
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